International Memorandum of Understanding（IMOU）
for Scientific Cooperation between JSRAE and SAREK
In recognition of their mutual educational and scholarly interests, Japan Society of
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (JSRAE) and The Society of Air-Conditioning and
Refrigerating Engineers of Korea (SAREK) agree to cooperate as follows :
Ⅰ.Member Activities
1.1 Member of one Society can attend at conferences and general meetings of the other
Society on the same basis as members of the other Society.
1.2 All publications are available to member of the other Society at member’s rates, except
for the Journal of the Society.
1.3 Member of one Society can apply for the membership of the other Society without
formal references and application fee if their memberships are certified by the Chief
Staff Officer of one Society. Members of one Society are registered as Members of the
other Society by paying the designated member fee to the society.
Ⅱ.Society Activities
2.1 Both Societies inform each other the announcements or conference programs and news
for mutual interest and exchange each other their technical publications such as
periodicals, handbook, and books.
2.2 Each Society shall encourage its technical divisions to involve in the related divisions of
the other Society in international events. In the case of planning joint conferences, both
Societies deliberate fully from the early planning stage of the event.
2.3 Both Societies award excellent scholars “Asian Academic Award” every year,
recognizing their scholar performance.
Ⅲ.Review, Amendment and Termination
3.1 This agreement will become valid after it has been duly approved by the governing
bodies of the Societies and signed by authorized officers of Both Societies.
3.2 The agreement has a fixed duration of three years.
3.3 After expiring, the agreement will automatically prolong itself by another three years if
not terminated by either Society with a written notices six months prior to the date of
expiration.
3.4 Amendments to the agreement may be made at any time, but need to be mutually
confirmed in writing by both Societies.
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